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Unleashing Potentials in Network & Security
Automation in an era of Software-Defined everything
(SDx)
Abstract:
Software Defined Networking (SDN) have garnered much attention in recent years. With hype trumping
substance, SDN has since evolved.
Today, SDN has been largely subsumed in many organizations by a much practical initiative to automate
and orchestrate the network using Infrastructure-as-Code (IAC) principles. Network and Security Automation, (not SDN) therefore, have become the inevitable answer to the immediate challenges of managing and
reducing complexities in small or large production networks.
Network and Security Automation is the key to organizational transformation. The benefits are compelling
since automation improves accountability, efficiency and predictability, while reducing cost, variability and
risk.
For Network and Security Automation to succeed in any organization, it must be simple, strategic and designed
around the way people work.
In this presentation, We will review a simple, yet powerful and practical way to realize the benefits of automation using a vendor-agnostic approach. The presentation can include a short live demo if time permits.
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